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Mark schemes

Resistance is zero at (or below) critical temperature

“Negligible resistance” is insufficient

[1]

1

(a)     work done per unit charge

Allow V=W/Q if W and Q defined
1

(b)     Voltmeter reading / terminal pd drops
Battery has internal resistance
pd occurs within battery / ’lost volts’ within battery / emf is shared between internal and
external resistances

3

[4]

2

(a)     Correct substitution into P=VI
1.74 (A)

2

3

(b)     (i)      Correct substitution into R=V/I or V2/P or P/I2

264 (Ω)
Allow correct use of parallel resistor equation

2

(ii)     Use of 1/RT = 1/R1 + 1/R2 or R = V2/P
65 (66.1) (Ω)

2

(iii)     A = π(1.5 × 10−4)2/4 or π(7.5 × 10–5)2 or 1.767 × 10−8 (m2)

Substitution into l=RA/ρ with their area
4.2 (4.18) (m)

2 marks for 17 (m), using of d instead of r
3

(c)     Resistivity / resistance increases with increasing temperature
(Lattice) ions vibrate with greater amplitude
Rate of movement of charge carriers / electrons (along wire)
reduced (for given pd)

ORA

Condone atoms for ions.

Accept “vibrate more”.

Accept more frequent collisions occur between electrons and ions
owtte

3
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(d)     2.9 × 10−3/447 or 2.9 × 10−3/174 seen
6.5 (6.49) × 10−6 (m)
Correct answer given to 2 sig fig

Condone use of 174 for T for C1 and B1 marks

Allow 3 sig fig answer if 2.90 × 10−3 used
3

[15]

 
 

(a)

✓ ✓

first mark for linear at origin and decreasing gradient in either
quadrant (linear region can be very small)

second mark for symmetry plus no dip at end or extended
horizontal section at end

straight line scores zero
2

4

(b)     (i)      resistance (of filament lamp) increases✓
1

(ii)     filament lamp is a non-ohmic conductor as current is not (directly) proportional
to voltage / resistance is not constant✓

proportionality can be shown using graph
1

(c)     either
circuit / total resistance increases✓
(hence) current decreases and pd / voltage across R decreases✓
OR
resistance of PQ combination increases✓
(hence) greater share of pd / voltage across lamp P✓

implication that current is different in different parts of series circuits
scores 0
implication that new total current is greater scores zero
voltage flowing loses second mark

2
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(d)     (i)      (use of energy = VIt)
(energy converted by X = 60 × 120 × 3600 =) 2.59 × 107 J ✓
(energy converted by Y = 11 × 120 × 3600 =) 4.75 × 106 J ✓

Accept answers to 1 sig. fig.
2

(ii)     in lamps energy is wasted as heat / thermal energy✓
specific lamp considered e.g. in lamp, X / filament lamp more energy is wasted
OR in X / filament lamp less energy is converted to light / luminosity✓

2

[10]

(a)     emf is the work done / energy transferred by a voltage source / battery / cell ✓per unit
charge✓
OR
electrical energy transferred / converted / delivered / produced✓
per unit charge✓
OR
pd across terminals when no current flowing / open circuit✓✓

not in battery

accept word equation OR symbol equation with symbols defined if
done then must explain energy / work in equation for first mark

2

5

(b)     (i)      by altering the (variable) resistor✓
1

(ii)     reference to correct internal resistance✓
e.g. resistance of potato (cell)

terminal pd = emf ‒ pd across internal resistance / lost volts✓
pd / lost volts increases as current increases OR as (variable)
resistance decreases greater proportion / share of emf across internal
resistance✓

accept voltage for pd
3

(iii)    draws best fit straight line and attempts to use gradient✓
uses triangle with base at least 6 cm✓
value in range 2600 ‒ 2800 (Ω)✓

3

stand-alone last mark

(c)     total emf is above 1.6 V✓
but will not work as current not high enough / less than 20 mA✓

2

[11]
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(a)     Use of ρ=RA / l)
cross sectional area= π× (3.7 × 10−3)2 = 4.3 × 10−5 (m2)✓

ρ =  ✓ = 1.4(2) × 10−7✓Ω m✓

 

area : lose first mark if use diameter as radius or fail to convert to
m2 (if both errors still only lose 1 mark)

CE area for next two marks but if uses diameter in place of area
then lose first two marks

if leave length in km lose 2nd mark but CE for answer

UNIT stand-alone 4th mark
4

6

(b)     (current in) steel wire (is less than the current in an) aluminium wire as it has a higher
resistivity / resistance OR aluminium is better conductor✓
the six aluminium wires are in parallel OR total cross-sectional area of aluminium is 6
times greater than steel wire✓
each aluminium wire carries three times as much current as the (single) steel wire✓

3

(c)     resistance of 1 km of 6 Al cables in parallel =  = 0.183 Ω✓

 

if ignored the steel wire then can score first and third mark

total resistance of the cable = 0.174 Ω✓
power loss per km = 32.3 kW (or 30.7 kW if they ignore the steel)✓
OR
power loss in 1 km of steel = 1.70kW✓
power loss in 1 km each of Al cable = 5.11 kW✓
total power loss per km = 32.4 kW (or  30.7 kW if they ignore the steel)✓
OR
calculate current in steel wire and aluminium wire (22.7 and 68.2) ✓
calculate power loss in aluminium wire and steel wire (1700 and 5115) ✓
calculate total power loss (1700 + 6 × 5115 = 32,4 kW) ✓

accept range 32 kW to 33 kW

if ignored steel wire
range for third mark is 30 kW to 31 kW

if wires treated as series resistors then zero
3

[10]
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(a)     (i)      Use of P = VI with pair of valid coordinates from graph

C1

0.52 (W)

Allow 1sf if within 0.49 to 0.52

A1
2

(ii)     Correct general shape

M1

Linear rise between 0.0 ‒ 0.5 V and falls to zero at 0.71 V

A1
2

(iii)    Use of efficiency = 

C1

Use of I = 

C1

Their (i) / 67.5 (m2)                (7.7 × 10−3 if correct)

A1
3

7
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(b)     (i)      0.7 J of work done (by cell) per 1 C of charge (when moved round circuit)
OR
(Terminal) pd across (solar) cell with no load / current is 0.7 V

Not “per unit charge”

B1
1

(ii)     20 cells in series (to produce 14 V)

B1

Series arrangement has internal resistance of 15.6 Ω

B1

Cells in parallel (needed to reduce total internal resistance of array)

B1

80 cells / 4 parallel sets of 20 cells in series

B1
4
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(c)     The marking scheme for this question includes an overall assessment for the quality
of written communication (QWC). There are no discrete marks for the assessment of
QWC but the candidate’s QWC in this answer will be one of the criteria used to
assign a level and award the marks for this question.

Descriptor ‒ an answer will be expected to meet most of the criteria in the level
descriptor.

Level 3 ‒ good
-claims supported by an appropriate range of evidence;
-good use of information or ideas about physics, going beyond those given in the
question;
-argument is well structured with minimal repetition or irrelevant points;
-accurate and clear expression of ideas with only minor errors of grammar,
punctuation and spelling.

Level 2 ‒ modest
-claims partly supported by evidence;
-good use of information or ideas about physics given in the question but limited
beyond this;
-the argument shows some attempt at structure;
-the ideas are expressed with reasonable clarity but with a few errors of grammar,
punctuation and spelling.

Level 1 ‒ limited
-valid points but not clearly linked to an argument structure;
-limited use of information about physics;
-unstructured;
-errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar or lack of fluency.

Level 0
-incorrect, inappropriate or no response.

Some points:

Use on communication satellite:

Continuous supply of energy from Sun
No need for fuel (for power purposes)
Large area of solar cells not needed (but possible)
Low mass
Can be unfolded (after launch)
No environmental hazard
Reliable/no moving parts

Continuous operation:

Arrays need to track sun (to maximise absorption)
Shielding required as can be damaged by meteors or cosmic rays
Need storage system (rechargeable batteries / capacitors) for back
up (if in shadow)
Limit use of energy-intensive operations

Use on space probe:

Light intensity / energy too low at large distance
Intensity falls as inverse-square
Area of array would be too large
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Solar cells will have degenerated too much over this time

B6
6

[18]

D

[1]
8

B

[1]
9

C

[1]
10
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Examiner reports

Students needed to use the term “critical temperature” in their definition.1
(a)     Barely 10% of students knew the definition of potential difference.

(b)     This was poorly understood; just over 50% of students gained no credit here. Students who
did identify that the voltmeter reading decreased hardly ever gave an accurate reason.

2

(a)     Most students obtained the total current but failed to appreciate the need to halve this
value.

(b)     A variety of routes were possible for part (i) but clear evidence of the method was expected
to be seen. The ‘parallel resistor’ equation was often invoked but rarely written explicitly.
Parts (ii) and (iii) were answered well.

(c)     This was poorly answered. Explanations often lacked the required precision. Many
students clearly thought that nichrome is a semi-conductor.

(d)     Most students recognised the need to use Wien’s Law and to convert the temperature to
kelvin.

3

The first parts of this question examined ideas which were only a slight extension of GCSE
knowledge. Students were required to sketch the I-V characteristics of a lamp and many
responses were spoilt due to a lack of care and attention to detail. Characteristics drawn often
lacked symmetry or finished off as horizontal lines. A significant number drew straight lines or
lines which curved in the wrong direction. The majority of students did appreciate that the
resistance of the lamp increased but only about half were able to identify the lamp as non-ohmic.

(c) required students to analyse a circuit qualitatively. This proved to be quite a challenge for
many of them. Answers such as the voltage was shared between the two parallel lamps and now
all goes to one or an implication that the current is different in the two lamps when they are in
series were common. There was also the tendency to answer in vague terms rather than focus
on how the resistance of the circuit changes. Many appreciated that current in lamp P would
increase but failed to reconcile this with the fact that the overall current decreases because the
total resistance increases.

(d) also proved to be quite challenging and this came as something of a surprise. More than half
of the students could not calculate the electrical energy converted by the lamps and explanations
of why different power ratings could give the same light intensity output were for the most part
disappointing. Many gave explanations as why the power ratings might be different such as
different resistance elements and did not address the essential point about the efficiency of the
energy conversion.

4
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This question required students to analyse a circuit, which included a potato cell. Initially they
had to explain what is meant by the emf of a power supply. Answers to this were often vague and
did not explain where energy transfer took place. When it came to explaining the results most
students appreciated that the internal resistance meant that the terminal pd was less than the
emf but convincing explanations as to why the difference between terminal pd and emf increased
with current were rare. Many seemed to think that the internal resistance increased as the
external resistance decreased. The determination of the internal resistance from the graph was
not well done and a significant number of students failed to use the gradient of the graph. Many
failed to realise that the current was in milliamps and so finished up with internal resistance,
which were much too small.

The final part of this question required an analysis of whether two potato cells in series would
enable a LED to light. Only the most able students approached this in a logical way by identifying
the emf of the two cells would be 1.78 V but then appreciating that the current the cells were able
to provide would be much less than 20 mA.

5

The calculation of resistivity was well done and the correct unit for resistivity was often seen. The
only common error was the calculation of cross-sectional area, which caused the usual issues
such as using the diameter as the radius or failing to convert millimetres to metres.

(b) and (c) however, proved to be much more challenging. In both parts many students failed to
appreciate that the wires making up the cable were connected in parallel. This meant they were
unable to give a full explanation as to why only a small percentage of current went through the
steel wire or to calculate the power loss in the cable correctly.

6
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Just over half the candidates scored full marks in part (a)(i). The common error by candidates
who failed to score any marks was to simply take the maximum values of current (0.9 A) and
voltage (0.7 V), rather than read off a pair of corresponding values, for which they would have
gained at least 1 mark.

In part (a)(ii) about one-third of candidates correctly interpreted and sketched an initially linear
portion for the graph, peaking at about 0.6 V and then dropping to zero just past 0.7 V. A further
third of candidates gained 1 mark for a sketch that began at the origin, peaked and returned to 0
W at some voltage.

Nearly 25% of candidates successfully dealt with the 2 calculations required to find the area of
the solar cell in part (a)(iii), but dealing with the efficiency proved to be the biggest difficulty to
many candidates. The common error was to multiply their power output (from (a)(i)) by 0.15.
These candidates would have helped themselves by initially writing the efficiency equation and
then substituting the data.

Most candidates had not learnt the definition of emf sufficiently well to apply it to the context
given in part (b)(i). Very few high-quality answers referring to “moving charge around the circuit”
were seen.

Applying knowledge of the behaviour of emf and resistance in series and parallel circuits in part
(b)(ii) proved challenging for a high majority of the candidates, with only about 10% gaining 3 or
more marks. Many candidates appreciated that a series arrangement of 20 cells would provide
the required emf of 14 V but failed then to consider that the addition of the resistances would be
too great and therefore a parallel arrangement, to lower the internal resistance, was necessary.

Good comprehension skills were rewarded in part (c) which quite clearly asked candidates to
address 3 points regarding the use of solar cells. High marks were obtained by candidates who
did so with clear paragraph structure. Others failed to respond to the question in sufficient detail
and addressed only 1 or 2 of the points, thus limiting their mark. Common, correct answers
pointed out the continuous availability of sun light, the need for an energy storage system, and
the very low intensity of light at the edge of the solar system. Many low-achieving candidates
evaluated the use of solar cells in terms of terrestrial use and addressed limitations of such
resources as HEP and wind power.

7

Many students found this question a challenge with just over 50% selecting the correct answer.
Students should be encouraged to check specification content and ensure they understand each
statement. This type of calculation will be expected knowledge across the life of this
specification.

8

This proved one of the most accessible questions in section C, with nearly 80% of students
selecting the correct answer. However, it was noted that the supporting working was not
particularly convincing. Many students used the ratio of 4:2:1 for the current ratio rather than the
ratio ¼: ½: 1. This error may have resulted in students obtaining the wrong answer if asked for
the current in either the 4 Ω or 1 Ω resistor.

9

This calculation was performed correctly by over 70% of students. The most frequently selected
incorrect answer was distractor B. Students applied little physics here and simply found the
product of 12, 6.5 and 5.

10
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